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Using feedback from Mrs Jeeves and your own ideas, perform your monologue based on Blood Brothers. Film yourself and send the video. Any technical issues call Mrs Jeeves on 
Teams chat. Video call will be at 11.15am. 

Year 9 will be continuing on from last week on the topic 'Music Explorers - Listening Project' and researching the next two genres. You will be completing all of your work in the 
Teams Assignments area (where you will find more details), but this task should take roughly 1 hour to complete, you then should use your final 20 minutes of the lesson to 
complete one of the extension tasks (detailed on page 5 of the document). Your work should be submitted by Monday the 18th May to the Assignments area and I will be providing 
feedback by the time you have your next lesson. There will be a group chat at 10:15am to make sure you all understand what you have to do and can ask any questions. I will also be 
available on chat during your lesson time (Friday 10-12) and also my twilight session (Wednesday 4pm-6pm).

Drawing practice recap. Create a detailed drawing of your eye. please look at the assignment sheet for further details and hints on how to develop your skills. most of you ahould be 
looking at completing all tasks, including the extension task. your expected time is 2hrs for this taks. Please continue to contact me for help or feedback via chat on fridays session 
1-3pm or Tuesday evening session 4-6.

Subjects

Mr Instone will contact you directly.

New topic - Africa. Pupils are to work through the tasks set which they should be able to do in their allotted 2 hour slot. There is an extension task for those that finish early. Work is 
due in Wednesday 13th May. We will meet at our agreed weekly time for any questions and to discuss last week's work.

Mrs Harrington will contact you directly.

Work will continue on Technology. There will be a lesson on Thursday 14th at 11.15am. All the group should attend as it is important that we practise listening and speaking skills.  
You will need your sentence builder from last week. We will also atempt to play a 'live' game together towards the end of the session. Lesson will last 30-40 mins. There will written 
work and an assignment set on either Langauage Gym or Textivate. All details of work set will be on an Assignment and CLass Notebook. Hand in date Tuesday 19th May. 4.00pm

We are looking at advertising your new chocolate bar this week.  You will create 2 adverts, one for a large billboard and one for a bus shelter.  You will need to research what kind of 
information could be on these 2 different types of adverts to make sure you really grab peoples' attention. Preferably adverts should be created on the computer in whatever 
software you wish (this is ICT after all!) but if not possible they can be drawn by hand - they must be in FULL COLOUR though. Remember this is for Cadbury's so there would 
definitely be their logo and some purple on there. Think about a snappy slogan for the billboard or a special offer on the bus shelter etc. Take photos or screenprints of the finished 
results.  No meeting this week as it is a straightforward task but I am available 1pm-3pm on chat/audio chat on Monday 11th for any questions, clarifications or problems. Deadline 
Thurs 14/5.

Year 9 will do some reading tasks in the textbook and practice the use of the subordinating conjunctions weil, wenn and obwohl. Our online tutorial is on Thursday, 10am. 

Make sure you have submitted your research presentations for the CD project. Continue with initial ideas sheet for you CD package. Remember we are aiming to create a 
sustainable package and be creative with how it is made. 

Continue to look at changing the subject and balancing equations (approx 45 mins). Also weekly skills check (approx 30 mins) to be uploaded to Team by end of Thursday. Work 
will be available from Wednesday morning and we will be having  a group chat (everyone to attend) at 10:30 for approx 30 minutes including interactive presentation. MyMaths is 
set as normal (approx 20 minutes)
MC, Tutorial will be 1pm on Tuesday, but work will be to continue with stop animation or powerpoints.  A checkin of where pupils are up to with their current work is required.  
This will take a totaol of 90 minutes including the tutorial. Dr Bee   tutorial 1pm to 1.30, review of work so far followed by the introduction of feeding relationships in ecosystems 
and work set to complete, total time 90 mins

The work on ionic bond diagrams will be returned on Monday, and if you have any questions we have a chat session Tues 1-3pm.  This week's work will be released on Tuesday:   
Plasma guns and ion engines - science fiction or science fact?

Week Commencing 11/05/2020

This week we are going to be imagining ourselves as either Stanhope, Hardy or Hibbert and responding to a series of questions as our chosen character.

Reading chapter 7 of Dracula, available in the files section, leads to character work. Students may also need to look back at a previous letter. Work should take around 50 minutes. 
Video or voice call will take place at 10.15am. 

Weekly Skills Check. Continue research for project on different number systems. Short task on factorising.

Our catch up call is on Tuesday morning at 10am, like usual. It would be good if everyone could join the call. Your mood board blogs are due in on Tuesday so we will discuss those 
and then we'll move on to do a GCSE-inspired Reading task on Journey's End. The task will be in assignments and due on Tuesday 19th May.


